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In this work we provide an integrated pipeline for the model order reduction of turbulent flows around
parametrised geometries in aerodynamics. In particular, Free-Form Deformation is applied for geometry
parametrisation, whereas two different reduced-order models based on Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
(POD) are employed in order to speed-up the full-order simulations: the first method exploits POD with
interpolation, while the second one is based on domain decomposition. For the sampling of the parameter
space, we adopt a Greedy strategy coupled with Constrained Centroidal Voronoi Tessellations, in order
to guarantee a good compromise between space exploration and exploitation.
The proposed framework is tested on an industrially relevant application, i.e. the front-bumper mor-
phing of the DrivAer car model, using the finite-volume method for the full-order resolution of the
Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations.
Keywords: model order reduction; proper orthogonal decomposition; free-form deformation;
aerodynamics; greedy sampling;
1. Introduction
We would like to start from a simple calculation to give the motivation of the present work. Let
us take a general, fluid dynamic industrial problem. Typically, the Reynolds number requires to
exploit turbulence models to solve these kind of problems. The industrial standard is nowadays
the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) closure model. This algorithm may have a cost of
O(102–104) cpu hours for a standard 3D simulation employing a computational grid of O(107–108)
elements. Even if the license cost is null, the energy consumption cost of modern computers is about
0.05 euro per cpuh, that is, O(5–5×102) euro per each simulation. In an evolutionary optimization
campaign, for non trivial problems, we perform O(102–103) simulations, that leads to a cost of
O(5×102–5×105) euro . Automatic shape optimization is used only if strategic and addressed in a
reasonable amount of time.
Computer performance is constantly improving and the cost of simulations should, theoretically,
decrease. In practice, however, it can be observed that numerical models always tend to saturate
computational resources, since more complex and accurate models are continuously developed.
Computational time does not decrease as computing power increases, and this represents a big
challenge for optimization.
We can rely on the observation of physical phenomena to develop new methodologies to over-
come the mentioned limitations. When a physical problem depends on some changing physi-
cal/geometrical parameters, it often happens that the solution changes smoothly. Starting every
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time from scratch to solve the problem is not optimal or even feasible. The intuition is to use a few
high-fidelity simulations for some properly selected values of the parameters (related to different
configurations) to build a solutions database and then to recycle problem data, solving it by com-
bining the solutions in the database. This is nothing but the rationale that drives the development
of every Reduced Order Method (ROM). Thanks to ROMs, we are able to perform simulations of
complex phenomena almost in real time, after the construction of the database containing O(10)
high-fidelity, indeed very expensive, solutions of the problem for properly selected parameter values.
An overview of different reduced order methods strategies for industrial and biomedical applica-
tions can be found in Salmoiraghi et al. (2016a) and Bergmann et al. (2014).
In the following we present a new pipeline and different tools for model reduction of complex and
industrial problems. In Section 2 we present two different approaches to the geometry parametriza-
tion, exploiting Free Form Deformation (FFD), then, after Section 3 devoted to full order methods,
in Section 4 we present two different reduced order methods. In both Sections, we give a theoretical
insight and then some algorithm details for the introduced methodology, as well as a properties
comparison between them. Finally, in Section 5, we apply the presented methodologies to an auto-
motive industrial benchmark, namely the DrivAer 1 model. This model presents interesting features
both from the physical and geometrical point of view. In fact, on the one hand, the high Reynolds
number implies the use of a RANS model, on the other hand, the geometry is also made up of
rotating wheels that can not be neglected, in order to obtain accurate results, but this increases
the complexity of the phenomena involved. Both the turbulence models and rotating mechanical
parts represent quite new challenges in the ROM community. This field is quite new in the reduced
order methods community and this is one of the aspect of novelty of the present work.
2. Geometry Morphing
In the present work, we provide an approach to perform geometry parametrization and deformation
based on the Free Form Deformation (FFD) method, as described in its original version in Sederberg
and Parry (1986). Starting from this pioneering work, which is related to solid geometric modelling,
FFD has been developed mainly in the frame of computer graphics and only recently employed in
aerodynamic shape design problems.
Basically, this technique first sets a control lattice surrounding the part of the geometry to be
morphed and then deforms the geometry in a continuous and smooth way by moving only the
control points of such lattice. This operation is carried out in three steps, shown in Figure 1: first
we need to map the actual domain D0 to the reference one Dˆ0 = [0, 1]
d (where d is the physical
dimension of D0) through the map ψ; second we set a regular grid of unperturbed control points
P and we move some control points of a quantity µ to deform the lattice through the map Tˆ ;
finally, we map back the resulting domain Dˆ to the physical domain D through the inverse map
ψ−1. The FFD map is the combination of the three maps:
T (·,µ) = (ψ−1 ◦ Tˆ ◦ψ)(·,µ). (1)
For a deeper insight, see Lassila and Rozza (2010); Koshakji, Quarteroni, and Rozza (2013); Forti
and Rozza (2014) and Sieger, Menzel, and Botsch (2015) for an application very similar to ours. A
comprehensive dissertation on different geometry deformation techniques (in particular FFD based
techniques) can be found in Anderson, Aftosmis, and Nemec (2012).
In the present work, we apply the FFD paradigm to morph directly the computational mesh
around the geometrical model. In the following we provide some insight about the general method,
whereas in Section 2.2 we focus on its application to our problem, highlighting advantages and
drawbacks.
1http://www.drivaer.com
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Figure 1. Sketch of the FFD map construction.
2.1. Morphing features
Let us now provide some general considerations about the FFD technique. Since FFD is inde-
pendent from the topology of the object to be morphed, it is extremely versatile and suitable to
parametrize very complex geometries, including volume meshes, surface triangulations and CAD
representations. Moreover it permits to obtain large deformations as well as small ones. Such
strength of the method can turn into a weakness when handling 2D or 3D meshes: the input mesh
should be good enough, in terms of number and quality of mesh elements, to guarantee a good de-
scription of the deformed geometry. Low quality inputs will results inevitably in poor deformations.
This behaviour can be overcome, for instance, if we perform FFD on the manifold of the geometry,
e.g for the morphing of CAD geometries or as in Salmoiraghi et al. (2016b) for the morphing of
Isogeometric geometries (NURBS surfaces); alternatively, some curvature based refinement needs
to be introduced for mesh adaptation.
As it is, the method is suited for global shape deformations and when the geometry is uncon-
strained. Generally speaking, this is not the case for real-life application, where local deformations
may be involved as well as the need to impose arbitrary shape constraints. This means that we
need some control over the continuity and smoothness of the deformation: even if it is driven by
the properties of Bernstein polynomials inside the FFD control box, we can encounter some prob-
lems in the interface between the deformed and undeformed part of the domain. To overcome this
problem, we can insert some control points to be kept fixed close to the interface. For the sake
of clarity, we provide a simple example. Consider the mesh on a cylinder in Figure 2 (a). If we
construct the FFD control lattice with three points in the vertical direction and we move only the
second one, the results is depicted in Figure 2 (b). The mesh in this case has two artificial edges
and is C0 continuous. On the other hand, if we use five control points in the vertical direction and
move only the third one, we obtain a smoother, indeed C1, mesh. A more sophisticated approach
( Scardigli et al. (2015)) consists in introducing a filter scalar function (with the required order of
continuity) that weights the deformation according to the distance from the constraint itself.
Another feature that comes for free with FFD is the straightforward parallelization of the code. In
fact, we can ideally move independently each point of our geometrical object on a different CPU,
passing only a limited amount of information among processors. Nevertheless, this may not be
the case for the mesh morphing of large-scale problems, where the implementation of deformation
controls is more complex.
Thanks to these features, the FFD is a valid option for industrial problems: however, the choice
of the preferable FFD approach should depend on the actual application, as pointed out in Section
2.2.
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Figure 2. Regularity of the deformation: original mesh (left), C0 deformation (center) and C1 deformation (right).
2.2. Mesh morphing strategy
As stated before, we perform FFD directly on a computational mesh around the model. In such a
way, provided the mesh for the reference geometry, we extract and map (through FFD) only the
coordinates of the vertices, leaving the connectivity and the other properties of the mesh untouched.
In view of reduction strategies, this framework allows also to obtain the mapping of the solution
for free, so that we have the value of the solution on the same degrees of freedom without introducing
an interpolation of the solution between different meshes.
In terms of deformation control, the C0 continuity between the fixed and the deformable part of
the mesh can be easily fulfilled if we do not move the external control points of the FFD bounding
box. The non-penetration condition of the cells, instead, is guaranteed by limiting the displacements
in order to avoid the overlapping of the control points. However, depending on the deformation
type, different drawbacks may affect the cells (e.g. high skewness, high non-orthogonality, etc. ) and
impair the quality of the simulation results. To prevent such behaviour, a set of application-specific
mesh quality constraints has to be satisfied: roughly speaking, the more problematic cells tends
to be the ones close to the interface between the deformed and undeformed part of the domain.
Increasing the continuity of the deformation allows to overcome this potential problem. This can
be done by adding more control points to be kept fixed close to the interface, as explained in
Section 2.1. Despite these expedients, guaranteeing the minimum quality of the volume mesh may
be infeasible or really difficult to achieve in those cases where non-small deformations are required
or the parametrization of rather complex geometries is involved.
In the case of shape optimization, aimed at finding the optimal configuration for small defor-
mation of the starting geometry, this drawback is not a great limitation. Moreover, FFD on mesh
allows to skip the mesh generation for every new configuration, leading to significant time sav-
ings. In fact, even if on large meshes the deformation itself and the quality checks may be time
consuming, the mesh generation is usually more demanding in terms of computational time and
resources.
This strategy relies on PyGeM 2, which is a Python library using Free Form Deformation and
Radial Basis Functions to parametrize and morph complex geometries, including CAD representa-
tions.
2Python Geometrical Morpher – https://github.com/mathLab/PyGeM/
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3. Full Order Model
In the present work, the full-order model is represented by the resolution of Navier-Stokes equations
(NSE). In broad terms, the NSE are a system of time-dependent, non-linear, partial differential
equations which govern the motion of fluids. Further difficulties arise when turbulence is involved, as
occurs in many engineering applications: turbulent flows exhibit a chaotic behaviour, characterised
by significant and irregular variations in space and time, and their study represents a challenge
under both the analytical and numerical point of view (see for instance Pope (2011), for a more
comprehensive review of the problem).
Nowadays, there are four main approaches to deal with turbulence: Direct Numerical Simula-
tion (DNS), Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS), Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and hybrid
LES-RANS models. In DNS, all the scale of motions are solved for one realization of the flow.
Although easy in principle, solving the whole range of spatial and temporal turbulence scales is
often not feasible, given the complexity of the phenomena. DNS is indeed very expensive and the
computational costs tends to increase cubically with the Reynolds number Re: therefore, this ap-
proach can be applied to flows characterized by low or moderate Re, whereas it has prohibitive
costs for industrial applications at higher Re. Other techniques for simulating turbulent flows, such
as LES (Sagaut (2006); Pope (2011)) and hybrid models (Fro¨hlich and von Terzi (2008)), have
started to be employed in engineering applications. Nevertheless, the resolution of RANS equa-
tions is still the most common approach in industry, especially in early stages of design or during
aerodynamic optimization, when several simulations are required. The general idea behind the
RANS approach is to decompose velocity U and pressure p into ensemble-averaged and fluctuating
components (Reynolds decomposition), obtaining approximate solutions to the NS equations. A
turbulence model is required to determine the Reynolds stress, the unknown term which accounts
for fluctuations contribution, and to provide closure to the system of equations (Pope (2011)).
In the following, we will refer to the RANS equations as the high-fidelity/full-order model.
4. Reduced Order Model
We proposed two different approaches for the construction of the reduced basis, both relying on
the Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD). The POD allows to extract the modes from a set of
solutions of the problem at hand for different values of the parameters. For a deeper insight on POD
techniques, see Ravindran (1999); Aubry (1991); Chinesta, Ladeveze, and Cueto (2011); Chinesta
et al. (2017); Chinesta and Ladeve`ze (2014) for the general formulation; see Benner, Gugercin, and
Willcox (2015) for dynamical systems. For the application of POD to the model order reduction
of fluid dynamics problems, we recall Manzoni, Salmoiraghi, and Heltai (2015) for potential flows,
Salmoiraghi et al. (2016b); Ballarin et al. (2015) for viscous flows and Bui-Thanh, Damodaran,
and Willcox (2003) for compressible flows.
4.1. POD at a glance
The idea is to start from a parametric geometrical model and create a database Ξ = [µ1 | . . . | µN ]
of parameter values and a database Θ = [u(µ1) | . . . | u(µN )] of outputs thanks to a proper
sampling strategy, shown in section 4.4. Once we have the database we perform the Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) of the sample to extract the POD modes ψ
Θ = ΨΣΦT , (2)
where Ψ and Φ are the left and right singular vectors matrices of Θ, and Σ is the diagonal matrix
containing the singular values in decreasing order. The POD modes ψ are nothing but the columns
of Ψ.
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Alternatively, it is possible to compute the basis through the Method of snapshots Sirovich
(1987), by solving the equivalent eigenvalue problem (Volkwein (2013))
ΘTΘφi = λiφi, (3)
and setting
ψi =
1√
λi
Θφi, (4)
When the snapshot dimension is much greater than N , it is less expensive to solve Problem 3,
whereas the first approach is more reliable for badly conditioned matrices (Demmel (1997)).
Exploiting the new basis, we can express the reduced solution of the problem as:
uN =
N∑
i=0
αiψi, (5)
that is, a combination of the basis functions. The problem shift to find, for each new value of the
parameter, the value of the coefficients αi. Some (Rozza, Huynh, and Patera (2008); Quarteroni,
Rozza, and Manzoni (2011); Hesthaven, Rozza, and Stamm (2015)) use the weak formulation of
the problem and exploit the POD modes as basis functions to find the coefficients (suitable for
problems with weak formulation and affine dependence from the parameters), others (Peherstor-
fer and Willcox (2015b,a)) use the measurement of the quantity of interest coming from sensors
(suitable for real time evaluation ‘on the field’). In the following we show two different methods for
the POD coefficients evaluation exploiting two different paradigms: Proper Orthogonal Decompo-
sition with Interpolation (PODI) and Proper Orthogonal Decomposition combined with Domain
Decomposition techniques (DD-POD).
4.2. PODI
PODI was first introduce in Bui-Thanh (2003) and it has been used recently in aerodynamic
applications (Dolci and Arina (2016)). The rationale behind PODI regards the evaluation of the
POD coefficients by interpolation of the POD coefficients computed for the parameter points
µk ∈ Ξ. In these points, the reduced and high fidelity solutions (uN and u respectively) are equal
by construction:
∀µk ∈ Ξ : u(µk) = uN (µk) =
N∑
i=0
αi(µk)ψi (6)
For each new value of the parameter µnew, we interpolate the αi(µk) coefficients to find the new
αi(µnew) coefficients and multiply them for the reduced basis matrix ψ in order to evaluate the
new reduced solution
uNnew =
N∑
i=0
αi(µnew)ψi (7)
The interpolation is performed exploiting the Delaunay triangulation, and its dual Voronoi tessel-
lation (see figure 3), of the parameter space (Fortune (1992); Sartori et al. (2016); Du, Faber, and
Gunzburger (1999); Watson (1981)). As a consequence, the method can be used efficiently in the
N-th dimensional case.
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Figure 3. The duality between Voronoi tesselation (blue) and Delaunay triangulation (red).
Figure 4. DD-POD example: Ω1 (blue), Ω2 (white) and overlapping region Ω1 ∩ Ω2 (light blue).
This first model order reduction strategy relies on EZyRB 3 tool. EZyRB is a Python library for
model order reduction based on barycentric triangulation for the selection of the parameter points
(see Section 4.4 for algorithm details) and on POD for the selection of the modes. The term easy
(EZy) is used with respect to the classical Reduced Basis Method: in RBM we reconstruct the whole
solution of the problem thanks to its weak formulation and an hypothesis of affine dependence from
the parameters; in EZyRB we reconstruct only the output of interest thanks to an interpolation
of the reduced basis (POD modes) coefficients. It is ideally suited for actual industrial problems,
since its structure can interact with several simulation software simply providing the output file of
the simulations. This tool is suited for the construction of the model order reduction strategy when
we start our sampling from scratch (since it is based on sampling strategy shown in Section 4.4),
but it can be used in a sub-optimal way even if the database has been already computed in the
past.
4.3. DD-POD
The main idea behind the method, as first proposed by Buffoni, Telib, and Iollo (2009), is to
split the domain in two parts and use a different approximation method in each region. Generally
speaking, POD based ROMs suffer from the fact that the basis space is a linear combination of
the solution space spanned by the snapshots: this means that it is not capable to represent non-
linear phenomena, unless a sufficient rich database is provided. To bypass such difficulty, a hybrid
low-order/high-order method based on domain decomposition is employed. As shown in Figure 4,
the computational domain is decomposed into two regions, i.e. Ω1 and Ω2 such that Ω1 ∩ Ω2 6= ∅:
the canonical CFD solver is used where the effects of non-linearities and geometry variations are
predominant (Ω1), whereas linear and weakly non-linear phenomenology is addressed by the ROM
(Ω2). The two models are coupled through the overlapping region using a Schwarz-type method,
3Easy Reduced Basis method – https://github.com/mathLab/EZyRB/
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resulting in a non-local boundary condition on ∂Ω1. The main steps of the method are presented
in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 DD-POD algorithm
1: set initial boundary conditions for u1(µnew) on ∂Ω1
2: while convergence = false do
3: evaluate u1 by integrating the governing equations in Ω1
4: α← arg minα
(
‖ u1 −
∑N
i=0 αiψi ‖Ω1∩Ω2
)
5: u2(µnew)
N ← α
6: evaluate uN2 |∂Ω1
7: update boundary conditions for u1 on ∂Ω1
8: check for convergence
9: end while
At every solver iteration, the high-order solution u1 in Ω1 is used to evaluate the POD coefficients
αi, by solving a least-square problem which minimizes the L2-norm of the distance between the
CFD and ROM solutions in Ω1∩Ω2. This allows to reconstruct the POD solution uN2 in Ω2, and in
particular its restriction to ∂Ω1, determining a new set of boundary conditions for the CFD solver.
Such operation has a negligible cost with respect to the iteration and can be integrated in the
CFD solver with little effort: for the current application, the algorithm is implemented directly in
the OpenFOAM R© solver.
4.4. Sampling strategy
By construction, the POD basis gives an optimal representation, in terms of energy, of the solution
space. This means that the error of both ROMs is ideally zero for each snapshot belonging to the
database: in the limit of no compression, the basis is capable to reproduce exactly the solution.
However, a robust ROM should ensure a sufficient accuracy over the entire parameter space, i.e.
for each µnew: to fulfil this requirement, a potentially large number of snapshots may be necessary.
Since the computational cost of such evaluations is often prohibitive for industrial applications, the
use of an efficient sampling strategy on the parameter space assumes high relevance in this context.
In the present work, we adopt the approach first proposed by Lombardi et al. (2011), which cou-
ples Constrained Centroidal Voronoi Tessellations (CCVT) and Greedy methods. In this strategy,
new well-spaced points are added iteratively, enriching the database in those regions where a certain
error indicator exceeds a fixed tolerance. Our error indicator, i.e. the density function used in the
CCVT, is built exploiting a Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation technique. Given an initial database
containing the snapshots for the vertices of the parametric domain Θ0 = [u(µ1) | . . . | u(µN0)],
we compute N0 POD-bases, one for each u(µk) in Θ0, by leaving that snapshot out: it is then
possible to evaluate uN (µk) as the projection of u(µk) on the POD-basis spanned by all the re-
maining snapshots and compute our indicator es =‖ u(µk) − uN (µk) ‖. Such information is used
to compute the centroids of the tessellation elements (or the barycentric values of the Delaunay
triangulation, which is its dual): among those points, we choose the one where the density function
reaches its highest value as the new sampling point. The strategy is summarised in Algorithm 2.
An important drawback of the methodology is represented by the curse of dimensionality. In
fact, in order to start the sampling algorithm, we need to compute the solution of all the vertices of
the parametric domain, that is, 2n solutions, where n is the number of parameters involved. This
means that the computational cost for the evaluation of Θ0 will grow exponentially with n, and
may become prohibitive for large-scale industrial problems. This characteristic is a bottleneck of
the present framework.
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Algorithm 2 Sampling strategy with leave-one-out algorithm
1: compute Θ0
2: while max es > tol do
3: for all µk in Ξ do
4: remove u(µk) from Θ
5: compute ROM
6: evaluate uN (µk)
7: error es(k) =‖ u(µk)− uN (µi)N ‖
8: end for
9: for all simplex in Delaunay triangulation do
10: error et = Area ∗
∑
vertices es
11: end for
12: refined simplex ← arg max et
13: µnew =
∑
Xes∑
es
14: end while
4.5. Critical comparison between the two methods
Let us now provide some considerations and comparisons between the two techniques. Thanks to
the simplicity of the method, with PODI we can build the reduced order model on the solution only
in the region of interest (e.g. the surface of the body) and not in the whole computational domain.
Therefore, PODI on output is faster and quicker both in the construction and evaluation of the
reduced order model. In fact, during the construction step, we import, assemble and perform SVD
on matrices containing the output that commonly are O(10−3) smaller than the ones containing the
whole solution. During the evaluation step, we only evaluate the new coefficients by interpolation
and then we perform a matrix-vector product, which is a trivial operation. On the other hand,
with the second approach, we can reconstruct the whole, even non-linear, solution, since it partially
solves the high-fidelity problem during the online phase. If the field reconstruction is not sufficiently
good, instead of adding new snapshots, it is possible to enlarge the domain where we solve the high-
fidelity model and obtain a more accurate result: obviously, the more we extend the inner domain,
the less we gain in terms of computation speed-up. For such reasons, the second strategy typically
requires fewer snapshots. Moreover, the DD-POD approach does not rely on the parametrization:
given a set of high-fidelity simulations, it can be used straightforwardly even if the snapshots are
generated with different parametrizations. This is not the case for the PODI approach, where the
geometry parametrization has to be known in order to perform interpolation. These features give
a good flexibility to the second method, but the model reduction is less severe, leading to an online
evaluation step slower than the one related to the first strategy.
5. Results on DrivAer model
The results of this integrated approach, from geometrical morphing to model reduction are per-
formed on the DrivAer model, which is a realistic generic car model developed by TU Munich in
collaboration with Audi AG and BMW Group, and made available in several configurations for
research purposes. Based on two medium-size cars (see Heft, Indinger, and Adams (2011, 2012)
for further details), the model represents a good compromise between complex production cars
and strongly simplified models. Generic models like the Ahmed body (Ahmed, Ramm, and Faltin
(1984)) or the SAE model (Cogotti (1998)), are widely used in vehicle aerodynamics to investigate
basic flow structures but fail to predict more complex phenomena, due to the oversimplification of
the geometries in relevant regions, e.g. rear end, underbody and wheelhouses. On the other hand,
real cars are unlikely to be used for validation purposes, due to data access restrictions. In this
scenario, the DrivAer model constitutes a solid benchmark for industrial applications, merging
9
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a realistic and detailed geometry description with the availability of numerical and experimental
validation data.
We adopt a fastback configuration with mirrors, rotating wheels and smooth underbody. All the
numerical investigations are carried out with ground simulation and at realistic Reynolds numbers,
increasing the complexity of the phenomena: the flow is fully three-dimensional and turbulent,
characterized by separation, recirculation and unsteady wakes (Hucho (2013)).
5.1. High-fidelity model: simpleFoam
High fidelity evaluations are carried out using OpenFOAM R© 4, an open source software for com-
putational fluid dynamics. More specifically, we decide to use simpleFoam, the steady-state solver
for incompressible flows based on a semi-implicit method for pressure-linked equations (SIMPLE)
algorithm, implementing a cell-centred finite volume method for Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) equations (see Ferziger and Peric (2002) for a comprehensive overview of solution meth-
ods). It should be noted that the proposed approaches do not rely on the choice of the solution
methods and software, but can be coupled with any canonical CFD solver.
A three-dimensional hex-dominant mesh of about 15 ·106 cells is generated around the car model
by the snappyHexMesh utility, introducing symmetry in the longitudinal plane.
The Reynolds number of the simulations, based on the free-stream velocity and on the car
length, is set to 4.87 ·106. The Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model (Spalart and Allmaras (1992)) is
employed and we introduces wall-functions to describe the near-wall flow. Despite such expedients,
the computational cost of each high fidelity evaluation is of O(102) cpu hours on a last generation
supercomputer, without considering the mesh generation.
Once we get the solution, we post-process it in order to extract the output of interest, namely
the pressure on the surface pw, the wall shear stress τw and the drag coefficient, defined as
Cx =
∫
S −pn · x+
∫
S τ · x
1
2ρU
2Af
(8)
where n is the outward-pointing versor normal to the model surface, x and z are the versors in
the longitudinal and vertical directions, respectively, ρ is the air density, U the unperturbed speed
and Af is the frontal area of the model.
Compared with experimental data (see Heft, Indinger, and Adams (2012)), our setup leads to a
5% error on the output of interest, which is considered acceptable for the work purpose (and its
applications).
5.2. Geometry Morphing
For the problem at hand, we wrap the mesh close to the car front bumper in a lattice of 6× 3× 4
control points and we keep fixed all the points except the ones highlighted in red in Figure 5 (points
with indices [nx, ny, nz] = [1, 1, 1] ∨ [1, 2, 1] ∨ [2, 1, 1] ∨ [2, 2, 1] ∨ [3, 1, 1] ∨ [3, 2, 1]). Such points are
allowed to move by the same quantity in the longitudinal and vertical directions, resulting in a
2-dimensional parameter space, [µ1, µ2], with bounds [µ1, µ2]min = [−0.18,−0.3] and [µ1, µ2]max =
[0.18, 0.3], i.e. a little less of the distance between two consecutive points in the corresponding
direction. The chosen parametrization guarantees the overall satisfaction of our set of mesh quality
constraints.
In Figure 6, we show the resulting deformed mesh for one of the vertices of the parameter space.
Since the FFD is applied directly to the volumetric mesh, we do not need to rebuild the mesh for
4http://www.openfoam.org
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Figure 5. FFD lattice and a possible deformation (red control points): [µ1, µ2] = [0.18, 0.30].
Figure 6. Mesh morphing of the DrivAer front bumper: original mesh (blue lines) vs modified mesh (red lines) for [µ1, µ2] =
[−0.18, 0.3]. The white box identifies the deformed region.
the others configurations, which can be a non-trivial operation: consequently this approach makes
easier and faster even the oﬄine evaluation of the problem, presented in the following Section.
5.3. Oﬄine step
In order to initialize both the algorithms (PODI and DD-POD), we need to evaluate a database of
solutions. As shown in Figure 7, we start from a set of 9 points uniformly distributed in the
parameter space and we iteratively add more points as chosen by Algorithm 2. Since we are
interested in pw and τw on the car in order to evaluate the drag coefficient, we compute the
error estimator es using only the restriction of the solution to the surface of the model. The results
of the parameter selection are reported in Figures 8-9, where we plot the initial and the final
error estimator all over the parametric domain. It is worth noting that the algorithm chooses new
parameter values which are very close using an error estimator build either on pw or on τw. This
means the physics in a given parametric point can be approximated by the physics in the already
computed points in the same way for pressure and stresses. Thus, we decided to evaluate the
solution only in the point identified by the pressure error estimator: it is slightly suboptimal but
allow us to halve the number of simulations. In Table 1, we report the maximum and average error
for each iteration: the most critical zone is the south-east quadrant (see Figures 8 and 9) but the
algorithm tends to explore also regions with fewer points, resulting in average improving of the
outputs reconstruction all over the parametric domain.
Once all the 13 solutions are computed, we extract the POD bases we will use in the online step
and we build the triangulation of the POD coefficients over the parametric domain (for the PODI
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Figure 7. Initial points and new parameter values for each iterations of the sampling algorithm.
Table 1. Error estimator max es, average error e¯s and new parameter values µ for each iteration
of the algorithm
Pressure Stresses
Iteration max es e¯s µ max es e¯s µ
0 0.03692 0.02329 [0.1399,−0.1953] 0.07592 0.05056 [0.1348,−0.1994]
1 0.03697 0.02255 [−0.1002,−0.2305] 0.07528 0.05036 [−0.0853,−0.2193]
2 0.03544 0.01932 [0.1480, 0.1483] 0.07411 0.04474 [0.1421, 0.1673]
3 0.03535 0.01789 [−0.1410, 0.1806] 0.07411 0.04149 [−0.1335, 0.1885]
4 0.03508 0.01684 [0.0338,−0.1477] 0.07408 0.03947 [0.0285,−0.1419]
(a) Iteration 0 (b) Iteration 4
Figure 8. L2 relative error in the parameter space for the pressure field.
strategy). For the PODI strategy, we build the reduced-order model on the solution only in the
region of interest (i.e. the car surface), in order to speed-up the online evaluation, whereas for the
DD-POD approach the POD modes are defined in the whole domain (see Figure 10). In PODI,
the modes are calculated only for pw and τw; in DD-POD, since we use the POD reconstruction
to impose the boundary conditions, a separated basis is computed for p, U and Spalart-Allmaras
turbulent quantity ν˜. The decomposition for the DD-POD is chosen according to the criterion
proposed by Scardigli et al. (2015), resulting in a domain Ω1 of about 2 · 106 cells which includes
the deformable part of the mesh. In figure 11 we plot both the singular values and the POD
12
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(a) Iteration 0 (b) Iteration 4
Figure 9. L2 relative error in the parameter space for the stresses field.
Table 2. Results of online step of PODI and DD-POD
framework using 13 basis functions
PODI DD-POD
errors pw 1.7% 1.9%
τw 4.2% 4.2%
Cx 0.5% 0.4%
evaluation cost O(10−2s) O(30 cpuh)
computational speed-up O(107) O(10)
eigenvalues for the fields of interest.
5.4. Online step
In order to validate the reliability of the procedure, we evaluate four configurations out of database,
chosen according to a near-random criterion (i.e. latin hypercube sampling). Such configurations
are: µ = [0.135,−0.19], µ = [−0.089,−0.228], µ = [0.145, 0.155] and µ = [−0.136, 0.184].
In Figure 12 we plot the convergence of the averaged errors according to the dimension of the
database and, subsequently, the number of POD basis. The errors are computed as ‖ u− uN ‖ / ‖
ubase ‖ for the fields of interest and as |Cx − CNx |/|Cbasex | for the drag coefficient, normalized with
respect to the baseline configuration (i.e. µ = [0, 0]). The errors are bigger for the reconstruction
of the fields, in particular the vectorial ones, as U and τw. This behaviour is intuitive, since
in the vectorial case reduced order models have to reconstruct not only the magnitude but also
the direction. On the other hand, the error is smaller for the drag coefficient, meaning that the
integration is compensating the errors, leading to a better approximation.
In Figure 13 we plot the error between the full-order and reduced-order solution for the worst
out-of-database configuration.
6. Conclusions and future work
The present work have shown a new complete pipeline for the model order reduction. This reduction
operates directly on the output of interest. First, we have introduced a strategy for the geometry
morphing of parametrized shapes, based on direct mesh deformation, showing the strength and
weakness of the approach. Then, we have introduced two different strategies for the model order
reduction, both based on a POD techniques but differing in the exploitation of the extracted POD
modes. Finally we have tested and validate the present framework with an industrial benchmark
13
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(a) PODI: mode 0 (b) DD-POD: mode 0
(c) PODI: mode 1 (d) DD-POD: mode 1
(e) PODI: mode 2 (f) DD-POD: mode 2
Figure 10. First three POD modes for the pressure: PODI (a,c,e) and DD-POD (b,d,f).
coming from the automotive field, that is, the DrivAer model. In particular, in view of automatic
shape optimization, we have been able to reconstruct the pressure and shear stress field on the
surface of the model and drag coefficient with acceptable errors and a considerable speed-up, with
respect to the high-fidelity solver, i.e. OpenFOAM. Nevertheless, we highlight that both the strate-
gies proposed do not rely on the chosen discretization method: in particular the PODI approach
treats the high-fidelity solver completely as a black box, whereas the DD-POD one requires only
runtime access to the boundary conditions. This feature allows to exploit the user preferred soft-
ware, even commercial ones. Thus, this new framework could easily be integrated in every technical
design pipeline with not much further effort. Following this rationale, in the next future, we want
to apply the present pipeline to others industrial fields, such as, for instance, in naval, nautical
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Figure 11. POD Singular Values for pw and τw (left, PODI approach) vs POD eigenvalues for p and U (right, DD-POD
approach).
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Figure 12. Error convergence enriching the POD bases for the outputs of interest: PODI (left) and DD-POD (right).
and aerospace engineering. These fields, in fact, even if they can appear very different, present
very similar features: high Reynolds numbers, complex geometries, rotating mechanical parts (pro-
pellers and wheels) and the very same output of interest (pressure and wall shear stresses). The
main open issue that we have to tackle and improve is the choice of the starting sampling: the
dimension of the initial database can become quickly prohibitive if we want to use a large number
of design parameters. Still, the present tool is ready-to-use for several industrial and biomedical
applications.
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(a) PODI: pw error (b) DD-POD: pw error
(c) PODI: τw error (d) DD-POD: τw error
Figure 13. pw and τw errors for the worst (in terms of accuracy) out-of-database configuration. For the DD-POD approach
(right) the white line identifies the boundary between the FOM and ROM regions.
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